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Musical Mayhem
Week Seven
“Wild Thing”
by X
(Wild n Wacky)

Monday- The camper’s started their 7th week of camp with a great day for playing 
in the water! This week is “Wild n Wacky” so we are doing some wacky things! This 
morning we made a cool snack, the children spread blue icing on a graham cracker 
sprinkled sand (crushed graham crackers) and fish (whale crackers, fish sprinkles) on 
the cracker, WOW!  we made a beach scene we can eat. In the afternoon the campers 
practiced their song they will perform on Wednesday while Connie records it, one of 
our wacky activities we are doing!
Tuesday- The kids had a great time of splashing, enjoying a pool full of toys and 
running through the sprinkler and watching our “sun smores” to see if the sun melts the 
chocolate and marshmallow. The kids made a guess of what would happen, and they 
were right the chocolate melted into a yummy gooey treat! Practiced our song today 
for our big rock video, we are all so excited!!
Wednesday- Field trip day and our “We Will Rock You” 
performance! We had a great day enjoying our field trip 
walking in and around the creek, we found a lot of snails, 
a few kids caught a glimpse of a water snake, we spotted 
a leech crawling in the grass, and no one fell in the water 
yea!! The kids were great singing and playing for the video 
we have kids that just love to perform! Hope you enjoy 
watching your children rock out to the song!!
Thursday- Today we made “Wild and Wacky” juice, yum!  
It is made with mixing fruit punch, a little amount of fizzy 
lemon lime water and lots of rainbow sherbet to make it 
extra fizzy! To make it wacky we are adding strawberries 
and marshmallows, the campers loved helping pour or spoon the ingredients into the 
bowl, everyone cut strawberries to add to our punch! All of the kids gave a thumbs up!  
Friday- Happy Shabbat!! Happy Friday! We started our day with a Shabbat sing along 
with Miss Mary. We enjoyed our challah, our friends and water play this morning. Have a 
Happy weekend! Looking forward to seeing you on Monday!  

Melissa and Kim


